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SWITCHING BETWEEN USA AND EUROPE FREQUENCY

In radio mode, Press MENU button until  AREA USA or AREA EUR is displayed. Rotate 
Volume knob to switch between USA and EUR (Europe) frequency. Leave it for 3-4 seconds 
until current frequency menu resumes or press any button to continue operation. Every time 
desired area frequency is selected, frequency and tuning step will be switched to 
corresponding settings automatically.

SRC BUTTON

A) Tuner mode (Radio)
B) USB (only if a USB drive is inserted)
C) SD/MMC (only is a SD or MMC card is inserted)
D) AUX IN
E) BT MODE (only if unit is paired to a mobile phone)

- LOC/DX MODE
Use this mode to change between Local and Distant (DX) tuning mode. Local Mode
improves reception in some areas where the signal is too strong.

- BEEP MODE (BEEP ON / OFF)
BEEP OFF: disable audible beep tone when any function is accessed.
BEEP ON: enable audible beep tone.













3. WHAT DISPLAY CAN SHOW DURING THE INCOMING/OUTGOING CALL MODE

User can use his / her Mobile Phone or remote control to dial and make an outgoing call . 
Once the user start dialling, the display should show DIALING.
The audio output of the present mode will ONLY be muted after pressing the TALK button as 
a confirmation to dial the outgoing call.
During  talking mode, the LCD Display will display talking time.
To end the conversation, press the CANCEL (SRC    ) button or (STOP) at the Remote 
control and the Hang up will showed on display. The unit and the display on the LCD will 
switch back to the previous mode automatically. The mute of the previous mode will be 
released at the same time.

When there is an incoming call, the display will display the incoming caller telephone 
number If the incoming call has no caller number, the LCD will display 00000000 user can 
short press the TALK button answer / accept the call and the Talking display will be showed 
when the call is answered.
To end the conversation, press the CANCEL(SRC    )  or (STOP) at the Remote control and 
the Hang up  will showed on display. The unit and the display on the LCD will switch back to 
the previous mode automatically.

INCOMING CALL

OUTGOING CALL

INSTRUCTION FOR HANDSFREE FUNCTION
BLUETOOTH MODE OPERATION

1. PAIR IT WITH YOUR PHONE (PAIRING)

Before you use your Car HANDSFREE System, you need to pair it with your mobile phone.
1. The Bluetooth set system on the head unit will automatically go into pairing mode when the 
    POWER turned on .
2. Set your Bluetooth phone to discover  the BOSS AUDIO
3. Your phone will find the BOSS AUDIO
Your phone then asks if you want to pair with it. Accept by pressing Yes or OK on the phone 
and confirm with the passkey or PIN=0000 (4 zeros). Your phone will confirm when pairing is  
complete. 
In case of unsuccessful pairing, repeat steps 1 to 3 .

2. OPERATION

Call Accept: Single click TALK button during an incoming call to accept the call.
Call Reject: Click CANCEL (SRC     ) or (STOP) on the remote during an incoming call will 
reject the call.
Call End: Single click SRC      button when communication or dialling an outgoing call to 
hang up.
Call Disconnect: No BT mode Click TALK button about 1.5 seconds when it is not in 
communication mode. And Disconnect  and BT OFF will showed on the display.
Call Re-connect,Click TALK button again at the Disconnect Status. The connection will be 
reconnected and CONNECT  & BT ON  will showed on the display. 
Call Transfer (Private mode): Click TALK button about 1.5 seconds at communicating time, 
transfer the call to phone, click talk button once again, transfer the call to Bluetooth. 
Auto Answer (Depend on mobile phone feature): Pls refer to your own mobile phone 
manual for handsfree auto answer setting.
Volume Adjust: User can use the volume up/down to adjust the volume level.
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4. BLUETOOTH NOTICE

Before you start to use our Bluetooth HEAD UNIT , Please pair the unit with your mobile 
phone completely. Please refer to the section of PAIRING To ensure the best reception for 
Pairing & Re-connection, please make sure the phone Battery is fully charged when making 
the pairing or Re-connection.
Every time you  turn the power on, the unit will automatically re-connect with the mobile 
phone.
By pressing the TALK button the unit will start the Auto-Reconnection . In some conditions, 
the user will need to reconnect manually. For example like the following.

If the mobile phone is out of range. (2 meters away from the head unit) the unit will be 
disconnected from the mobile phone.
If user wants to re-connect, it will have to be done manually.

LISTENING TO MUSIC USING BOSS AUDIO ON THE BT AUDIO MODE

BOSS AUDIO is capable of streaming music over Bluetooth from a mobile phone 
supporting A2DP. Press the SRC    button to select Bluetooth BT audio mode, once you 
have paired your Car Handsfree with your mobile phone, use your phone to play, pause, 
stop, skip forward and backward. When you receive a call, the music will be automatically 
paused and you will be able to answer or reject a call through the headset. Once you end a 
call, the music will continue. On some phones you may have to press play to start the music 
again.
And you can also make an outgoing call (This function is compatible with some phones 
which can make outgoing calls during the A2DP mode.) 

The Bluetooth symbol (...) and the connected symbol (< / >) on the mobile phone will be 
different from one to another. Please refer lo the corresponding specification. 
When you hang up the phone, the main unit will revert to previous state (radio, CD or other 
mode). 
Some brand of Mobile Phone like Sony Ericsson may have "Power Saving Mode" selection 
when Blue Tooth mode is switched on. PLEASE DO NOT Switch ON Power saving Mode  
when operating with this Head Unit, . As some abnormal communication behaviour will 
happen Power Saving Mode is switched on.
To ensure the best conversation quality / performance, please always keep talking within 1 
metres of the Head Unit.
Some Mobile Phones can support IN BAND RING TONE, such as Motorola, Nokia. In such 
case, the Incoming Ringing Tone will be same as the original Ring-tone of the Mobile 
Phone. But some Mobile Phones like Sony Ericsson do not support this feature. The Ring-
tone will be using the standard Ring-tone of the Head unit.
Using voice dialling, please make sure the phone and the head unit within 3 metres of each 
other. Also please make sure your mobile phone support voice dialling function. And please 
consult with your mobile phone supplier if you want to know the operation further about 
voice dialling. 
If user wants to Dis-connect the Head unit with the Mobile Phone, please click talk button 
long once or switch "OFF" Blue Tooth  connectivity on the Mobile Phone.  
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BLUE TOOTH
Power Consumption
Output Power
Frequency Band
Range
Standard

200mA Max.
0 dBm (Class II)
2.4GHz ~ 2.4835GHz ISM Band
3 meters (free space)
Bluetooth 2.1 specification 

Specifications for Blue tooth

Remark:
Our Bluetooth Handsfree System adapts to the Bluetooth spec V2.1. It is compatible with 
profiles such as Handsfree profile and Head Set profile. However the functionality may be 
limited due to some phones dedicated interfacing specifications, even with phones of which 
the actual Bluetooth specifications and used profiles apply to our Bluetooth Handsfree 
System specifications.
Please check the compatibility list or try it out in practice your phone at the local dealer in 
case it is not mentioned in the list.

Note: 
Compatibility and connectivity with all Bluetooth mobile phones is not guaranteed.

Warning: 
Many jurisdictions have laws regarding the use of a phone in a vehicle.
Obey all local laws. Always keep your hands free to operate the vehicle while driving. 
Your first consideration while driving should be road safety.

Specifications subject  to change without notice.
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AM (MW)

Frequency Range

 Usable Sensitivity
 S/N Ratio

GENERAL
Power Supply 
Polarity
Speaker impedance
Power Output

  

REMARK :
Specifications subject to change without notice.

Frequency Range

 Usable Sensitivity
 Stereo Separation

 S/N Ratio

RADIO SECTION
FM

530 -1710 KHz (USA)
522 -1620 KHz (EUR)
Better than 45dB
40 dB

DC 11 -14V
Negative Ground
4 
50W x 4

87.5 -107.9 MHz (USA)
87.5 -108.0 MHz (EUR)
Better than 15dB at S/N 30 dB
25 dB at 1KHz
50 dB
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